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BLACKPOOL TOWN CENTRE REGENERATION UPDATE
1.0

Purpose of the report:

1.1

To provide an overview of progress on the various projects being undertaken to
secure the regeneration of Blackpool Town Centre following the last update in
October 2019, and to inform the Committee of planned future work.

2.0

Recommendation:

2.1

To note the progress being made and to identify any issues requiring additional
attention.

3.0

Reasons for recommendation:

3.1

To ensure constructive and robust scrutiny of the strategic approach to regenerating
Blackpool Town Centre following a request by the Committee

3.2a

Is the recommendation contrary to a plan or strategy adopted or
approved by the Council?

No

3.2b

Is the recommendation in accordance with the Council’s approved
budget?

Yes

3.3

Other alternative options to be considered:
None.

4.0

Council Priority:

4.1

The relevant Council Priorities are:
 “The economy: Maximising growth and opportunity across Blackpool”
 “Communities: Creating stronger communities and increasing resilience”

5.0

Background Information

5.1

Blackpool Town Centre Strategy
As a key part of the Blackpool Local Plan (see Appendix 6(a)) , the Blackpool Town
Centre Strategy was adopted in March 2013 and provides a 15 year vision supported
by six key objectives:
-

Re-establish the town centre as the first choice shopping destination for the
Fylde Coast
Strengthen the town centre as a vibrant leisure, entertainment, cultural and
business tourism destination for residents and visitors
Grow the town centre as a place to do business by creating a central business
district and creative industries hub
Create a choice of quality homes within and around the town centre
Improve the quality of buildings, streets and spaces and their maintenance
and management;
Provide convenient access to the town centre by all modes of travel and
enable easier pedestrian movement.

The Strategy identifies issues, strengths, opportunities and threats to the Town
Centre:
- Catchment, Visitor Profile and Performance;
- Retail and Service Provision;
- Leisure Entertainment, Culture and Business Tourism
- Quality of the Environment;
- Access and Movement.
The Strategy contains an Action Plan and recognises the need for a co-ordinated
comprehensive approach requiring strong town centre partnership working led by
Blackpool Council supported by investment agencies working with private landlords,
local businesses, service providers, developers, Business in the Community’s Pride of
Place Board and the Town Centre BID.
The last few years have been crucial in terms of refocusing the town centre strategy
so that it plans for a vibrant mix of uses, including an enhanced leisure and business
offer, rather than having an over-reliance on the increasingly challenged retail
environment as evidenced by the August 2020 Town Centre Boundary vacancy rate of
25.9 % which is the highest on record.
Substantial progress has been made since the Town Centre Strategy was adopted, as
reported at the October 2019 Scrutiny Committee notwithstanding the hugely
damaging effects of the Covid-19 pandemic some of the the detail of the response to
which is set out in Appendix 6(b).

Since then extensive work has been undertaken by officers to drive forward the
implementation of key schemes as part of the £1bn+ Growth and Prosperity
Programme which is outlined below under the following headings:
-

5.3 Houndshill Shopping Centre Phase 2
5.4 Talbot Gateway
5.5 Blackpool Central
5.6 Conference Centre
5.7 Next Generation Hotels
5.8 Blackpool Museum – Showtown
5.9 Quality Corridors

In addition. the team has been successful in bringing additional funding to support the
programme with the outcome of some major bids still outstanding which are also
summarised in the report including:
-

5.10 Reopening High Streets Safely Fund (£123,000)
5.11 High Street Heritage Action Zone (£600,000)
5.12 Getting Building Fund (£8.63m)
5.13 Future High Streets Fund (£25m bid)
5.14 Town Deal (£50m bid)

Consequent to this progress the Town Centre Strategy and Action Plan will be
refreshed and updated to reflect these achievements and set out how the
regeneration of the Town Centre will be continue to be driven forward over the next
five years.
5.2

COVID – 19 Impact and Recovery Plans
The need for the delivery of the overall Growth and Prosperity Programme and
regeneration funding support to improve the town centre offer was necessary before
Covid-19 – its urgency has increased since and early approval to funding submissions
is critical as a fundamental plank of Blackpool’s economic recovery with tourism
destinations being highlighted as areas likely to suffer the most economically.
Appendix 6(b) highlights the impact of COVID-19 and an outline of the Council’s
response.

5.3

Houndshill Shopping Centre Phase 2
Due to Covid 19, the Houndshill Shopping Centre closed in March and re-opened on
15 June 2020. As a result of the lockdown, retailers have lost significant income during
the closure. Since re-opening, the footfall in the shopping centre is on average 50%
lower and again this is continuing to have an impact on retailer’s profitability.
Nevertheless, the Council is doing all it reasonably can to ensure the continued
success of the shopping centre and maintain occupancy and it is performing well

relative to other centres at this challenging time.
As a core part of this work to secure the Phase 2 extension with the Imax-style
cinema, relocated Wilko’s and 2 restaurants have continued unabated to enhance the
diversity and attractiveness of the town centre.
The original planning application was due to expire in September 2020, however due
to Covid-19 the Government has relaxed the rules on planning and the current
planning consent has been extended to 1 April 2021. This has provided time for
further due diligence on the design, including a post-Covid 19 review as social
distancing has had a big impact on the shopping centre and the cinema design may be
affected as a result.
Grahams have been appointed to finalise the design and take responsibility for the
design and build. It is expected Grahams will start on the build contract on site later in
2020. Utilities quotes for diversions and disconnections have now started to come
through and this is required as part of the stopping up order to close Tower Street for
the development.
The Government announcement on the Getting Building Fund has meant Blackpool
has received an early allocation of £5m towards this project. This was originally
submitted as part of the Future High Street Fund (see below).
5.4

Talbot Gateway Central Business District
The first phase of Talbot Gateway Central Business District, completed in 2014, saw
£80 million of investment with over 1,000 employees brought into the town centre
based in Grade A1 office accommodation with accompanying retail units, the
construction of a flagship Sainsbury’s store, the refurbished of Talbot multi-storey car
park and the provision of much improved traffic management and public spaces in the
surrounding area. The success of this project was further enhanced in 2018 with 200
jobs from Slater Gordon being located in One Bickerstaffe Square together with the
establishment of the Lancaster University/Blackpool and Fylde College/Blackpool
Council Health Innovation Campus.
Talbot Gateway Phase 2 and Tramway Completion Work :
The Hotel and underpass works has been commissioned and the Contractor
(Robertson Construction Group Ltd) has started work on the demolition of the old
Wilko’s store. The contract start date was delayed until June due to the Covid-19
crisis.
The work consists of the demolition of the existing Wilko building and the
construction of a car park, a Holiday Inn Hotel and an Underpass under the hotel and
High Street to the Railway Station. The work will also involve the preparation of the
area required by the Tram Extension contractor (Sisk) to complete the Tramway
works.

The new tram terminus will be located in the middle of the existing Wilko site. Due to
access and lifting requirements / restrictions during the construction of the hotel the
tramway will require a temporary stop or bus replacement service prior to the
permanent stop being constructed during the last months of the hotel scheme.
The construction of the permanent platform will be deferred until after the
construction of the hotel to improve site logistics during the construction. The
construction of this platform will now be part of the Hotel contract so that Sisk only
have to remobilise once.
Following site possession a demolition survey was carried out (which couldn’t have
been carried out before owing to Wilko’s occupation) which identified significantly
more asbestos. The identification and removal of this asbestos has caused a delay to
the start of the demolition. It is now anticipated that the Hotel and permanent Tram
Terminus will be open in the summer of 2022 with the new underpass (to be
constructed as part of the Hotel Development) to be opened at the same time as the
new Hotel and Tram Terminus.
Access to Banks Street Car Park from Springfield Road
Negotiations are continuing with Network Rail to gain their internal approvals for the
land swap required for this work. They have confirmed their agreement in principle
but we are still waiting for agreed Heads of Terms or a signed legal commitment.
Talbot Gateway Phase 3
In February 2019 the Executive authorised expenditure of up to £1,250,000 to carry
out concept and initial designs for the most appropriate option to meet a future
potential office demand. Since then negotiations have continued and Heads of Terms
have been agreed in principle, but the interested party has requested that both their
details and the details of the terms remain confidential at this stage until agreements
are signed. This opportunity will also benefit the Town Centre by generating a
substantial increase in footfall and increased spending power to support retail and
other businesses in the town centre and attract further investment.
Talbot Gateway Phase 4 : Multiversity
As part of the plans to bring further diversity of activity into the Town Centre the
Council, in partnership with Blackpool and The Fylde College, is currently seeking to
commission a multi-disciplinary consultant team to prepare a comprehensive
‘Masterplan and Delivery Plan’ for a Multiversity Campus adjacent to the Talbot
Gateway Central Business District. This opportunity could stimulate the creation of a
vibrant interaction between students and a renewed and developing town centre that
will:
- Encourage a year-round vibrant night-time economy.
- Encourage interactivity between established and developing businesses and
the student cohort providing a joined-up approach to the economy and
teaching and learning whilst improving the student experience.

-

Generate secondary spend benefits for local business as a result of events and
activities on the Multiversity Campus.

This is at a very early stage, but it is hoped that the Master Plan and Delivery Plan can
be commissioned in October following the evaluation of the consultants tenders.
Car Parking Strategy
In February 2019 the Executive approved the Car Parking Strategy and authorised up
to £16,000,000 to deliver the additional town centre parking provision identified in
the report. The report delegated authority to the Chief Executive to authorise
expenditure and contracts to deliver the most appropriate option within these
financial limits.
Sites have been identified with some acquisitions already made that will provide
additional parking as required to meet the car parking demands and this provision will
be developed as the additional demand is required.
5.5

Blackpool Central
In January this year, the Council signed terms with the Nikal Ltd and Media Invest
Entertainment (the Developer) for the sale of the majority of the land required for the
delivery of the Blackpool Central project. This agreement was a major step forward
and sought to cement the regeneration of the area with aspirations for major leisure
attractions.
As reported previously, the proposals will include new leisure and visitor attractions
and will bring approximately £300m of investment into the town. The comprehensive
redevelopment of the former Central station site would include a number of new
world class attractions, food and beverage venues together with new hotels, car
parking and residential apartments.
Since signing of the agreement, the developer has been busy working with newly
appointed architects on progressing and agreeing the masterplan. They have been
busy undertaking further due diligence on the site, commissioning site condition and
topographical surveys etc. as well as engaging with consultants to support the future
business planning.
Whilst there has been a minor delay to the programme as a result of the Covid-19
pandemic, this has not hampered the ambition or momentum for the project, with
the developers now expected to submit a hybrid planning application for the
development during the early part of 2021.
The first major component of the scheme is the delivery of a new multi-storey car
park. This will be leased back to the Council on completion for the long-term
management and operation. The outline design for this is now well underway and

discussions will be held with the developer and their car park designers and engineers
during the autumn, prior to detailed design being progressed.
A key future requirement, is the ability of the Council to provide vacant possession of
the existing Blackpool Magistrates and County Courts site. With respect to this,
discussions continue with Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunal’s Service (HMCTS) in
effort to find a suitable way forward to resource and fund this element of the overall
proposal. In order to secure an alternative location for future court facilities, the
council have proceeded to acquire the former Devonshire Road hospital site. This site
was identified as the most appropriate alternative location back in 2018 in
consultation with HMCTS and has been vacant for some time. In order to support the
relocation of the courts the council have also included the project as one of eleven
schemes under the Town Fund proposals, submissions for which were made at the
end of July (see also section 5.16 below). In addition to this, it is also understood that
HMCTS via the Ministry of Justice will be seeking government funding under this
autumn’s Spending Review.
5.6

Conference Centre
Construction of the new £26m state-of-the-art Blackpool Conference Centre
continues with all substructure and superstructure elements now complete.

Roofs to the new building are in place and external wall elevations are nearing
completion. Internal partition walls are currently being built along with further repairs
renewals and connections to the existing complex and this will be followed by further
mechanical and electrical installations.
COVID-19 led to the closure of site March 25th to April 27th with works
recommencing after this date following the implementation of measures to minimise

the danger of COVID-19 to operational personnel, including staggered welfare breaks,
social distancing and enhanced personnel hygiene facilities. The COVID-19 situation is
monitored carefully by the Project Management team with regular liaison on this
specific topic. The currently anticipated project completion date is summer 2021.
5.7

Next Generation Hotels
The enhancement of Blackpool’s hotel capacity continues unabated. The 3* Premier
Inn on Talbot Square remains on course to complete by the end of 2020 despite
setbacks experienced through COVID-19. And the resort’s first 5* hotel, the Sands
Venue Resort Hotel, is due for completion in Summer 2021.
Work has now started on the 4* Holiday Inn Hotel development as part of the Talbot
Gateway Phase 2 and following receipt of outline planning consent for the proposed
Winter Gardens 4* hotel, we continue to work with the majority site owner to
support the scheme to development.
As part of the Future High Streets Fund bid submission in July, a project has been put
forward to support a private sector development to create a new boutique hotel in
the former Post Office building. The project design is to develop a new 131-bed
bespoke boutique hotel representing the first such facility in Blackpool that will
attract a new niche market of visitors and, crucially, new disposable spending for the
town centre.
Other hotels are also planned as part of the Blackpool Central scheme

5.8

Blackpool Museum (Showtown)
The Blackpool Museum Project is continuing to make good progress. The Council is
currently part way through the procurement process for the base-build contract for all
elements of the build excluding the main exhibition galleries with the aim of being on
site in October.
The detailed design for the exhibition galleries (RIBA 4 stage) will be complete by the
end of August with tendering for the exhibition contractors to begin in October with a
view to offsite exhibition construction beginning in February 2021.
The Museum Project includes the delivery of a public engagement programme but
this has had to be postponed until 2021 because of Covid-19 and will be reestablished once face to face contact is possible. However, progress has still been
made. Open Up the Mic is one of our headliner projects, which we are delivering in
partnership with HeadStart. It is aimed at young people to build mental health
resilience through stand-up comedy. Local comedian, Ruth Cockburn, has been
appointed to deliver this project and is already working with young people online. Get
Dancing is another headliner project. This is an intergenerational project bringing
together young people and older people to celebrate Blackpool’s dance heritage,
whilst also combating loneliness. Local dance company, House of Wingz, has been
appointed as the creative lead to deliver this. School-based learning packages focusing

on the museum’s themes have been developed and we are hoping to begin testing
within schools early in 2021. We are currently part way through our time capsule
project. This involves local children creating a range of creative responses to life in
Blackpool today. The capsule will then be ‘buried’ within the Museum to be
discovered by a future generation. During lockdown we have been focusing on
enhancing our social media activity. This includes regular posts on Twitter, Facebook
and Instagram, plus special themed weeks, so far this has included a Seaside Week in
May and a Laughter Week in July. This has resulted in our online engagement
increasing hugely with our media coverage having now reached in excess of 100
million.
The legal negotiations between Blackpool Council and Coolsilk are progressing with a
view to finalising the lease agreement within the next few weeks. We are working
with two North West based companies, True North in association with Treble, to
develop the new website for the Museum. This has been designed and we are now
working on uploading the information and content which will be featured on it with a
view to an early autumn launch. We have appointed another Manchester based
company, Brazen, to support our public relations activity and a fourth NW company,
Placemarque, is working with True North to design the Museum signage. We have
worked closely with a local access advisory group to support and advise us to ensure
that the Museum will be as inclusive and accessible as possible. Although the
Blackpool Museum Project is a Blackpool Council project, ultimately the Museum will
be operated by an independent company which will also be a charity. This new
company will be established in the coming months, however a chair and vice-chair
designate have already been appointed and have joined the Project Board.
All of the major grant funding is now in place for the Museum Project with major
contributions from the National Lottery Heritage Fund, the Northern Cultural
Regeneration Fund, the Coastal Communities Fund and the Lancashire Growth Deal,
plus support from Blackpool Council. However, there was still a fundraising target of
£675,500. This has now reduced to £450,000 due to contributions from the Wolfson
Foundation (£75,000), the Garfield Weston Foundations (£150,000) and donations
totalling £500. We are continuing to work with Liverpool-based fundraising company,
Impact Fundraising, to target other trusts and foundations. We also have a fundraising
charity, the Blackpool Museum Trust, with whom we are working to bridge the
fundraising gap.
The impact of Covid-19, both on the Museum Project and the future operation of the
Museum in the longer term is the subject of a Covid-related review which is being
carried out by members of the Museum Project Team. The results of this review will
be presented to the Project Board, chaired by the Council’s Chief Executive, in the
autumn. Originally the Museum was targeted for 2021 opening, however due to
Coivd19, it is now aiming to be open in time for the 2022 season.

5.9

Quality Corridors
This project was originally approved in September 2016 at a total value of £7.34m
with £6.6m of Growth Deal funding. In December 2019, further to the submission of
an additional business case, the scheme was approved for an additional £450k of
Growth Deal funding with a scheme now of total value £7,841,840.
The scheme is working to transform key gateways and streets in Blackpool town
centre. There are two distinct elements to the project, the first, and largest, being
improvements to the highways network. Over the last three years significant
highways and public realm improvements have been delivered in parts of Church
Street, Caunce Street, Cookson Street, Dickson Road and Talbot Road (in conjunction
with the tramway works). Street furniture has been installed including bollards and
benches. Trees have featured in some renewed streets along with some public art.
Works are now complete on Edward Street and Deansgate with Topping Street due
for completion by the end of August 2020.
The second element, the Property Improvement Fund provides in excess of £1m in
grants to assist property owners and businesses in priority streets to improve the
external appearance of their properties and to encourage take up of vacant space.
Some excellent examples of this include Café Continental and the Mortgage Shop on
Topping Street, Deansgate Kitchen, Sunseekers and Asia’s Finest on Deansgate,
Andsome Barbers on Edward Street and most recently 101-122 Topping Street and
118-126 Church Street which received £168k investment across 9 properties.
Other schemes currently on-site include The Samaritans on Topping Street and a
major scheme ongoing to facilitate a £400k external facelift of the Ibis Styles Hotel
(former Clifton Hotel). Proposals are currently being drawn up with the scheme
architect to enable a refurbish/reuse of a retail property purchased by the Council on
Topping Street and a pipeline of further properties are in place to benefit from
existing resources, with around 34 properties expected to be improved in total by
conclusion of the programme.

New QC shopfront being installed on the corner of
Church and Topping Streets.

The Mortgage Shop on Topping Street. QC has specifically
supported small, established local businesses

Deansgate has seen a significant improvement from
QC interventions in buildings and highway.

Café Continental on Topping Street, a business that has seen
growth and a greater ability to invest in its future.

Highways works to Church and Topping Streets have made a huge differnce visually and in terms of trader confidence.

5.10

Reopening High Streets Safely Fund
In early June, Government announced Council’s across England were to share £50m of
additional funding to support the safe reopening of high streets and other commercial
areas further to the COVID- 19 crisis pandemic. The money is to allow local authorities
in England to put in place additional measures to establish a safe trading environment
for businesses and customers, particularly in high streets, through measures that
extend to the end of March 2021. Expenditure for reimbursement under this grant is
eligible from 1 June.
Blackpool had been allocated £122,772 but were required to submit a Grant Action
Plan (GAP) by the end of July outlining how it would use the funding.
The Fund includes European Regional Development Funding (ERDF) which is highly
restrictive in terms of eligible uses and in terms of paperwork requirements around
eligible procurement, marketing and PR and state aid. In line with the guidance the
key areas outlined for funding use in Blackpool’s GAP are:• A wide-ranging communications campaign aimed at supporting COVID-19
issues, which will give consumers advanced knowledge and information to
plan a visit to Blackpool safely and promote the ‘Know Before You Go’
messaging to a wider audience through targeted digital campaigns and out-ofhome advertising in key areas
• Travel on the key town centre highway network – to procure temporary
signage, street markings barriers and traffic lights/pedestrian crossings to help
enable safer travel and social distancing.
• Procure specialist support, aimed at supporting COVID-19 issues, which will
provide access to high-quality comprehensive footfall and movement data;
accurately assess concentrations of street-users at peak times of the day; and
check whether the capacity of key streets across the town centre is at or
exceeding the maximum level for safe social distancing. It will allow quick
knowledge build-up of the key factors involved – time of day, day of the week,
weather and change in lockdown restrictions. Finally, it will inform
communications planning and minor street layout changes, likely to be needed
on a day-by-day basis.
At the time of writing this update, the Council are awaiting approval to the plan but it
is anticipated to be imminent.

5.11

Future High Streets Fund (FHSF)
FHSF is part of the £6.75 billion Towns Fund where towns were invited to bid against
the grant fund which aims to provide infrastructure investment to help renew and
reshape town centres and high streets to improve experience, drive growth and
ensure future sustainability. It will support:

•
•
•
•
•

Investment in physical infrastructure
Acquisition and assembly of land including to support new housing,
workspaces and public realm
Improvements to transport access, traffic flow and circulation in the area
Supporting change of use including (where appropriate) housing delivery
and densification
Supporting adaptation of the high street in response to changing
technology

A maximum grant application level of £25m was set with spend profiled across four
financial years 2020-21 to 2023-24 with the FHSF funding element of projects to be
completed no later than 31 March 2024, although third party funding can be profiled
to be spent after the FHSF funding window has expired.
Government advised that whilst the maximum grant level is £25m they expect most
awards to be in the £5-10m range. Given the challenges that Blackpool is facing it was
decided, with the support of the Future High Streets Fund Board chaired by the
former Chief Investment Officer of Hammersons, to bid for the full £25m recognising
that we may not achieve this. A bid was submitted by the 31st July deadline.
A Full Green Book Business Case was required for each projects with these being
assessed against three main criteria:
• Value for Money (the economic case 50% ),
• Strategic fit of projects (the strategic case 20% ) and their
• Deliverability (covering the commercial, financial and management cases
30%).
An early “shovel ready” scheme submission was encouraged to be submitted and a
bid for £5m towards the Houndshill extension was indeed submitted in November
2019. Unfortunately, these projects were never appraised due to Government
changes. This project was subsequently incorporated within the July submission.
The interventions programme was based around three Strategic Objectives (SO’s)
reflecting the aims and objectives of the FHSF improving experience, driving growth
and future sustainability:SO1 Enhanced High Street Placemaking – via Investment in physical
infrastructure; acquisition of land and property and support for changes of
use, provided via retail consolidation and revitalisation; and securing new
town centre uses e.g. boutique hotel, reconfigured/rejuvenated indoor
market, professional, food and drink, business and leisure.
SO2 Improved Transport Access and Accessibility – through improved public
transport access management, targeted at both local resident and visitor
markets supporting dwell time, whilst improving traffic flows and circulation.
Investment in physical infrastructure to create attractive/useable spaces will
encourage private sector investment.

SO3 Adaptation of the High Street in response to Changing Technology Blackpool’s ambition is to be a modern digital smart resort, providing leading
edge connectivity through ensuring the required infrastructure is in place,
weaving technology into developments and applications to strengthen the
future High Street.
There are 11 schemes in the programme, briefly noted below. The schemes amounted
to a FHSF ask of £25m with public co-funding of £18,312,000 and private of
£16,101,000
1. Houndshill extension
To provide a physical enhancement to the Houndshill shopping centre via an
extension allowing the private sector to invest in a new cinema, 2 restaurants
and support the relocation of Wilko, providing an overall boost to the town
centre through diversification of uses.
2. Abingdon Street Market
For the Council to acquire and rejuvenate the underperforming Abingdon
Street market to make it more appealing to a wider resident and visitor base ,
via the delivery of a new improved market including a wider retail and food
hall offer
3. Post Office Acquisition and redevelopment
A private sector development where they acquire the vacant former Post
Office building and lead to the delivery of a boutique hotel development with
FHSF monies being used as gap funding
.
4. King Street Rejuvenation through Property Acquisition
To acquire 8 vacant properties on King Street to acquire land to support the
location of the planned major office development
5. Creative Business Incubation
To acquire and refurbish 3 vacant units in the town centre to create new
retail/maker units for small businesses including pop ups and art and culture
businesses.
6. Adelaide St transport Hub and access improvements
Accessibility and public realm scheme on Adelaide and Bank Hey Street to
improve public and other transport access including bus shelters, taxi, cycle,
and pedestrian access facilities, directly supporting the Houndshill, Sands Hotel
and Showtown developments.
7. Innovation Partnership
Working with the private sector utilising its expertise and contacts to introduce
innovative digital retail technologies into high street businesses as pilot
testbeds and benchmarks. These would directly support customer attraction,

retention and consumer data collation.
8. Digital infrastructure
A scheme that works to deliver the gap in provision, where there is substantial
digital infrastructure on the fringes of the town centre, but high street
businesses are not currently able to access the bandwidth
9. Monitoring and Analytics Applications
Support to enhance the existing footfall monitoring and analysis activity in the
town supporting funding bodies, the local authority, potential investors and
local businesses
10. Fylde Coast Rail Study (incorporating proposals for a Tramway Loop).
Technical feasibility study and outline business case to support an extension of
the current Blackpool-Fleetwood line to increase frequency and improve
connectivity through a train or tram loop across the Fylde Coast and beyond.
11. Application technology marketing and promotion
Introduce a town centre gift card and loyalty programme to stimulate
economic activity through increased footfall and local spend
A decision on the FHSF application is due September /October 2020.
5.12

Getting Building Fund
In response to the economic crisis caused by Covid-19, the Secretary of State for
Housing Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) in July invited all LEP’s
including the Lancashire Enterprise Partnership (LEP) as part of a UK-wide
Government initiative, to put forward ideas for accelerating existing Government
funded capital projects within local growth programmes, to generate new
development activity within 18 months, to help create jobs and raise overall demand
in the economy, providing a quick boost, post Covid-19.
Blackpool submitted two projects which had also been submitted into the FHSF
namely, Houndshill Shopping Centre – Phase 2 Development and Abingdon Street
Market.
The area of Lancashire was allocated £34.1m overall and on the 4th August,
Government confirmed allocations to these two projects (£5m Houndshill and
£3.634m Abingdon). At the time of writing this report, this funding is not yet
'approved', it is 'allocated' against this project with approval subject to LEP project bid
appraisal, LEP Board approval and contracting, a process that is underway.

5.13

High Streets Heritage Action Zone
The High Streets Heritage Action Zones (HSHAZ) programme is a place-based scheme
designed to secure lasting improvements to historic high streets and the communities
who use them.
As reported previously, on 13 September 2019, Historic England confirmed the
success of Blackpool’s bid, a grant of just under £600k. This was to be used to improve
the street frontages of the Winter Gardens and Grand Theatre onto Church Street as
well as a programme of activities to bring culture out of both buildings onto the street
and encourage more people into the venues to experience two of our finest listed
buildings. Scheme development and delivery activity has been ongoing with further
Programme Design work submitted by January 2020 as requested.
Architects are currently refining the drawings for the scheme at the Winter Gardens
for Historic England approval and a procurement brief for refurbishing existing historic
shopfronts is being prepared so that changes should be visible by the end of the
current financial year. The Grand Theatre is as yet unsure (given the Covid-19
situation) whether there will be funds to participate in the scheme so the work there
has been pushed back by 18 months to allow them the space to look at longer term
finance and ensure we do everything we can to ensure their inclusion.
In addition, in August 2020 a Cultural Programme pilot funding request was made for
£9000. This would be used to kick-start the Making Blackpool creative markets
programme. This had (even pre-Covid-19) always formed a part of the main “cultural
programme bid” being prepared for September 2020 submission, but given recent
events and a need to return to safe high street trading and leisure, this strand was
seen as ideal to bring forward earlier as a pilot. In its original format, the Making
Blackpool markets programme spanned the whole four years of funded activity and
given an established evidence base for sustainability, it is intended to continue with it
once funding for the programme ended. The pilot will allow a first year of quarterly
activity with the opportunity to include a request for funding the remaining three
years through the main cultural programme funding. It also offers a year of learning
about what does and does not work within the format so that future events can be
based on what’s been learned.
The best element of the market format is its flexibility. It allows Blackpool to
showcase its creative talent and engenders opportunities for creatives to make money
from their work. More importantly, markets have a festival atmosphere and they can
incorporate food and drink, opportunities to engage on town centre issues and
art/craft demonstrations. Creating variety allows a market to become an attraction.
This in turn creates more meaningful connections between the Cultural Programme
and the wider HAZ activities and allows third sector and cultural partners to promote
the HAZ and their part in it.

The plan is for four initial markets, the first being at October half term 2020. This will
be followed quickly with a Christmas-style market then another at February half term
and Easter. From this point it is envisaged that funding for the main cultural
programme will have been achieved and a summer market will be the first of the
wider programme. The venue will be St John’s square at the heart of the HAZ area.
The space has pop up power at four points across the space making it a natural
location for the market programme. There’s also the opportunity to take markets into
the main Floral Hall of the Winter Gardens in case of bad weather.
There are a number of links with other schemes for which the Council is bidding for
funding. The wider HAZ Cultural Programme which incorporates this pilot is
particularly closely linked to the Council’s Future High Streets Fund (FHSF) bid, in
particular the focus on supporting emerging creative businesses.
Another relevant strand of the FHSF bid is the purchase and refurbishment of
Blackpool’s indoor market on Abingdon Street. This project will provide space for
makers at low rents as well as facilities for communities. The HAZ Cultural pilot
complements this through the provision of ad-hoc markets for those who could not
man or afford long term commitment to a fixed market location.
5.14

Town Deal
The £3.6 billion Towns Fund was launched in November 2019 to enable towns to
address growth constraints though Town Deals. 101 towns were invited to bid with
the aim ”to unleash the full economic potential of 101 places and level up
communities throughout the country”. The funding of up to £25 million in each place
is targeted to help to increase economic growth with a focus on regeneration,
improved transport, better broadband connectivity, skills and culture.
The objective of the Towns Fund is to “drive the economic regeneration of towns to
deliver long-term economic and productivity growth” through :
• Urban regeneration, planning and land use: ensuring towns are thriving
places for people to live and work, including by: increasing density in town
centres; strengthening local economic assets including local cultural assets;
site acquisition, remediation, preparation, regeneration; and making full
use of planning tools to bring strategic direction and change.
• Skills and enterprise infrastructure: driving private sector investment and
ensuring towns have the space to support skills and small business
development.
• Connectivity: developing local transport schemes that complement
regional and national networks, as well as supporting the delivery of
improved digital connectivity
A Town Deal Board incorporating public, private and community membership was
required to be established as an advisory body to the Council to produce a Town

Investment Plan by the end of July 2020 should it wish to be considered to be in the
first cohort, which Blackpool expressed a desire to be.
The role of the Board has been to:
• Develop and agree an evidenced based Town Investment Plan
• Develop a clear programme of interventions
• Coordinate resources and influence stakeholders
Public, private and community membership was essential with a private sector chair,
Paul Smith of BITC was appointed to the role. The Town Deal Board has held 5
meetings so far (10th July the latest) with all but confidential papers published on the
Council’s website.
https://www.blackpool.gov.uk/Your-Council/Creating-a-better-Blackpool/Creating-abetter-Blackpool.aspx
Community Engagement
Evidence of substantial community engagement is a requirement of the fund. With
this in mind, a tender exercise led to the appointment of Locality with Commonplace
who, working alongside CVS Blackpool, Wyre and Fylde, were commissioned to
undertake a Community Engagement exercise focused on obtaining the views of
residents, other stakeholders (business community, VCSEF Sector etc) and visitors
linked to a forthcoming submission to the government’s Towns Fund.
The method statement underpinning this work incorporated the following activity:
•
•
•
•

•

A Blackpool Commonplace online engagement tool which could cope with
high numbers of responses
One to one and one to many Interviews with residents (prioritising face to
face contact via webchats whenever possible)
Wider stakeholder engagement (particularly focused upon VCFS and Social
Enterprise Leaders, Business Community
Working with the CVS and other VCFS organisations targeted the most”
hard to reach” or “seldom heard from” groups including BAME, young
people, older people (lacking digital skills) and those who are more
economically disadvantaged
A marketing and social media plan which underpinned and promoted all
engagement activity, provided information about the BTIP and particularly
to drive activity towards the Commonplace platform

The engagement methodologies were designed to encourage reflection upon the
Town Deal five themes which underpin the engagement exercise:
• Place (including housing)
• Economy and enterprise
• Skills and Education

• Communities and Health
• Infrastructure and the environment
The online survey response was outstanding with over 30,000 people reading about
the Town Deal, with over 6,600 visitors to the website, of which 1,119 chose to make
detailed comments. A further 101 telephone interviews were carried out to help
decide the top priorities to be put forward. The feedback provided had a major
impact upon evidence for the Investment Plan itself and for determining key priority
projects to put forward for investment.
The Town Investment Plan was divided into two sections; section 1 setting out the
context, strategy and process planning; and section 2 setting out the details of
projects. In brief it:
• Set out investment priorities that could drive economic growth, supported
by clear evidence, building on the strengths and assets of the town
• Demonstrated how investment will be targeted into the economic
infrastructure listed around the objective of the fund
• Demonstrated how it built on and added to existing partnerships and plans
for the town, and complement pre-existing strategies
• Considered the wider strategic approach, including Northern Powerhouse,
other pan regional strategies
• Showed alignment with the government’s clean growth objectives
The Town Deal Board supported schemes to a value of £50m for inclusion in the
submission towards the following projects:
Place Theme
-

Blackpool Central - relocation of Blackpool magistrates court to unlock the site
for a £300m private sector development

-

Grundy Art Gallery – feasibility work to scope the capital investment required
to transform the cultural venue into a 21st century, sustainable gallery

Economy and Enterprise Theme
-

Blackpool Airport Enterprise Zone – delivery of new road/ access
improvements to open up the site, reduce congestion on surrounding access
roads and investment to realise the potential of the Aquacomms new TransAtlantic fibre optic cable

-

Innovation Partnership – digital technology programme targeted at all sectors
but in particular for retail, leisure, and public transport services

-

The Edge - Incubation Office Space in Stanley Buildings – provision of high
quality, high tech managed workspace for start-ups and small businesses
within the Town Centre

Communities Theme
-

Southern Quarter/Revoe Community Sports Village – establishment of a
sports village with leisure, education and residential uses including property
acquisition/demolition to support private sector development

Skills Theme
-

Multiversity – feasibility work and acquisition of land to create a new
university experience that facilitates higher level upskilling, reskilling and
lifelong learning within the Town Centre and free up an existing College site
for residential development

-

Youth Hub – repurposing a town centre community hub to provide a focus for
skills training and employability support for young people and vulnerable
groups outside the labour market

Infrastructure:
-

Blackpool Illuminations – modernisation and innovation of one of Blackpool’s
key assets to drive visitor numbers

Based on the earlier work as part of the Blackpool Town Prospectus, produced by the
Pride of Place Partnership) , alongside the request for £50m from the Towns Fund, a
series of further ‘asks’ have been outlined to government to further develop the
economy and tackle some of the complex patterns of deprivation. These asks include
a £500m Town Deal funding to turbo charge the economy, to ensure a civil service
hub is created in the town centre, support the potential of Blackpool’s high speed
fibre connection to the North Atlantic Loop, extend the Opportunity Area programme
and funding until 2030, invest in building a new university campus in the town centre,
extend the Enterprise Zones fiscal benefits till 2026, invest and support the Fylde
Coast Tram Loop, pilot intensive neighbourhood schemes in certain Blackpool wards
and work with the town to rebuild the economy, reduce unemployment and tackle
mental health following the Covid-19 crisis.
Further to submission Government will consider (within two months) the priority
schemes outlined for investment and respond to confirm within a Heads of Terms
which schemes can be pursued each of which will require a full HM Treasury Green
Book Business Case. Blackpool will be supported throughout these processes by the
Towns Hub. The process for agreeing a Town Deal is as below:

6.0

Does the information submitted include any exempt information?

7.0

List of Appendices:
Appendix 6(a) – Blackpool Local Plan (2012 to 2027)

No

Appendix 6(b) – COVID – 19 Impact and Council Response
8.0

Legal Considerations:
Most of the developments referred to either do or will include individual legal
agreements to protect the Council’s investment and to secure the planned outcomes.

9.0

Human Resources considerations:
The implementation of this programme generates a heavy work load for which staff
resources have been put in place.

10.0

Equalities Considerations:
The implementation of the Council’s Growth and Prosperity Programme is designed to
create extensive opportunities for employment and economic benefit to Blackpool
residents and businesses

11.0

Financial considerations:
Each of the developments referred to have significant financial implications for which
individual business cases are prepared and factored into the Council’s budget. This
includes securing significant levels private sector investment and grant funding.

12.0

Risk Management considerations:
Each of the developments has a business case which includes a review of risks.

13.0

Ethical considerations:
None

14.0

Internal / External Consultation undertaken:
Both formal and informal consultation has been and will continue to be a key part of
the implementation of such an extensive programme of improvement.

15.0

Background papers:
None

APPENDIX 6(a) - BLACKPOOL LOCAL PLAN (2012 TO 2027)
Tourism is central to the planning policy framework set out in the Blackpool Local Plan
Part 1: Core Strategy (2012-2027) adopted by Full Council on 20 January 2016. At the
heart of the Core Strategy is the Spatial Vision underpinning Blackpool’s Status …….as
Britain’s favourite seaside resort renowned for quality and innovation of its culture,
entertainment and business Tourism offer…….
The Spatial Vision is underpinned by 4 goals each of which are supported by a number
of strategic objectives. Goal 3 specifically relates to the regeneration of the town centre
and resort core and is explicitly supported by the following objectives:
(14)

Sustain a high quality, year-round visitor offer by growing and promoting our
tourism, arts, heritage and cultural offer including new high quality attractions,
accommodation and conferencing facilities and an exciting programme of
national events and festivals

(15)

Secure investment in retail, leisure and other town centre uses in Blackpool
Town Centre to strengthen the offer with high quality shopping, restaurants,
leisure, entertainment and offices making the town centre the first choice
shopping destination for Fylde Coast residents and an attractive place to visit
and do business

These objectives are supported by the following key policies:
Policy CS1: Strategic Locations of Development. This policy identifies strategic locations
for development including focusing Blackpool’s future growth, development and
investment on inner area regeneration which explicitly includes Blackpool Town Centre
and Resort Core;
Policy CS4: Retail and other Town Centre Uses.
This policy focuses major retail
development in the town centre to strengthen it vitality and viability and highlights the
preparation and implementation of a Town Centre Strategy and Action Plan;
Policy CS17: Blackpool Town Centre. This policy seeks to re-establish the town centre as
the first choice shopping destination for Fylde Coast residents and strengthen the town
centre as a cultural, leisure and business destination for resident and visitors through
strengthen in the retail offer; developing a café culture conserving and enhancing key
heritage and entertainment assets; growing the office sector and enhancing quality
building, streets and spaces; improving access and introducing a high quality residential
offer.
Three strategic sites are identified in the Town Centre – Policies CS18: Winter Gardens;
CS19: Central Business District (Talbot Gateway) and CS20: Leisure Quarter (Blackpool

Central). The policy framework recognises the crucial role these strategic sites have in
driving the regeneration of the town centre and the detailed policy criteria ensures
appropriate high quality development comes forward on these sites to fulfil the plan’s
vision and objectives.
Policy CS21: Leisure and Business Tourism. This policy recognises that if Blackpool is to
build on its status as Britain’s favourite seaside resort it needs to provide new high
quality attractions and accommodation alongside investment in key existing leisure and
entertainment landmarks. This will create more repeat visits and encourage new
visitors to the resort year round, revitalising the visitor economy and positioning
Blackpool at the forefront of the tourism market.
As the planning policy framework in the Core Strategy was progressing and to further
support the regeneration of the town centre, a Town Centre Strategy was developed
and adopted by the Council in 2013. The Blackpool Town Centre Strategy directly aligns
with Core Strategy policy and aims to provide a clear direction to deliver positive
change, improve business confidence and encourage quality investment from private
and public sectors.

APPENDIX 6(b) – The Impact of COVID-19 and the Council’s Response
The impact of COVID 19 has and continues to be huge. (Please note the figures below
relate to the wider Blackpool and not just the town centre). As of July 2020, the claimant
count for those who are primarily unemployed was at 12.3% amongst Blackpool’s
working population - the highest rate in the country by local authority. On the 16th June
a study by Institute for Fiscal Studies noted the 9 areas identified as hardest hit by
COVID-19 – which included Blackpool, due to a "triple whammy" of having large
numbers of elderly, high job losses and a lot of vulnerable children.
Over a third of eligible employments (excluding self-employments) have been
furloughed in Blackpool South since the Job Retention Scheme began, making its local
economy one of the hardest hit by the pandemic in the UK. As of the 31st July, 12,500
people in the area have been placed on the furlough scheme according to government
estimates - which is almost 37% of those employed. Amongst self-employed workers in
Blackpool South, 81% of the eligible self-employed population have accessed the SelfEmployment Income Support Scheme since its inception. Since lockdown began,
tourism, leisure and hospitality have been some of the worst-affected industries with a
high take up within furlough schemes
The Local Data Company on Fri 17th April stated “Cities with high leisure exposure will be
worst hit by lockdown. Places such as Blackpool and Scarborough that have fewer
essential retailers, such as grocery stores, banks and pharmacies, and a high number of
independent retailers will be hardest hit”… If you've got a high Level of independent
retailers, a high proportion of leisure outlets and fewer essential retailers, you're going
to fall into the hole, ….with leisure facilities "under significant pressure" from the
pandemic”. In the study Blackpool had the “fewest essential retailers trading at 15% and
tops the above average above average independent retailers at 80%.
A Blog posted by Centre For Cities on the 16th April 2020 by Kathrin Enenkel stated that
In the short to medium term, around a third of the jobs in cities and large towns are in
industries that are expected to be severely affected. Figure 1 shows cities ranked by the
estimated vulnerability of their economy to the direct economic impact of COVID-19
given their industrial structure. Blackpool is noted as 4th worst for “very vulnerable
industry sectors” and has major implications for how quickly cities are likely to bounce
back after the crisis

Source: BRES, Employment Count, 2018
Blackpool was particularly vulnerable to the regimes put in place to protect people from
the virus due to our dependency on tourism and service industries; both of these by
definition require people to gather in large groups and to interact. The tourism industry
in particular saw virtually no activity over the 13 weeks of lockdown. According to the
latest 2018 data Blackpool’s total GDP was £3.182 billion and the value of Tourism for
the same year was £1.58 billion, thus demonstrating the importance of tourism to the
Blackpool economy (c 50%). Though, over 40% of employee jobs in Blackpool are
estimated to be within education, health and social work and public administration and
defence, which have been some of the least affected sectors in relation to the impact of
COVID-19 on jobs. In the North West and Great Britain, employees in these sectors
make up just over 25% of employees. Indicating that Blackpool may have some potential
increased stability amongst its working population against some potential future
impacts of COVID-19 such as the phasing out of furlough support schemes.
The impact of COVID-19 is reflected in the current claimant counts issued by Office for
National statistics (ONS). As stated earlier, 12.3% of Blackpool’s working age population
(10,475) claim out-of-work benefits, an increase of more than 4,000 since March and an
increase of over 5 percentage points. The current figure (July 2020) is the highest in
Great Britain and compares to the North West average of 7.2% and Great Britain

average of 6.5%. Also of concern is the number of 18-24 year old claimants. Currently
17.9% of the 18-24 resident population, again the highest in Great Britain, an increase of
over 8 percentage points since March.
COVID -19 Specific Responses
Blackpool has been proactively involved in developing 3 recovery plans to respond to
the pandemic:
Blackpool Recovery Plan
As would be expected, Blackpool Council has created a dedicated COVID 19 Recovery
Plan (with a town-wide focus). It was deemed critical that the Council had plans in place
to support local people and local businesses as best it could to recover from the
unprecedented business hiatus that has occurred as a result of the “lockdown” triggered
by novel coronavirus COVID 19.
Clearly the Council did not develop this plan in isolation. There are many layers of
activity, guidance, regulation and funding that were taken into account to avoid
duplication of effort and to maximise the impact on Blackpool’s economy.
These include (non-exhaustive):  Central Government Recovery Group
 LGA Recovery Advice
 Lancashire Resilience Forum (LRF) Recovery Cell
 LRF Economy Task and Finish Group
 Lancashire Economic Partnership Recovery Group
 Lancashire Plan – Recovery Deloitte’s Recovery Document
 Visit England/Britain “Good to Go” Self-assessment standard and Advice
 National Trade Bodies advice (eg Camping and Caravanning, Self-Catering,
Hotels, Pubs, Restaurants, Retail etc
 Individual National Company recovery plans (eg Merlin, Parques Reunidos, Hilton
etc)
 Individual Business Recovery Plans (eg Pleasure Beach)
These are also not fixed positions so advice, guidance, legislation and individual
responses are changing constantly so the plan needs to be flexible enough to cope with
that. The plan focuses around particular themes for support e.g
•

Retail – Actions relate specifically to matters such as to the re-opening of
shops and how social distancing measures can be upheld. For specific venues
such as Houndshill, managing agents have produced an opening plan with
compliant cleaning regimes, social distancing measures and appropriate
signage.

•

General economy – Key issues identified within the Masterplan include
reduced cash flow for companies, unemployment or loss of staff, loss of

companies and diminished business confidence. Necessary actions which are
subsequently outlined include passing on grants, liaising with the
Department for Work and Pensions, and taking on Business Investment
Marketing support.
•

Growth and Prosperity Programme – Potential changes of contracting and
timescales for projects which are mentioned within the Town Prospectus are
detailed within the Action Plan. The projects specifically include Talbot
Gateway, Blackpool Central, and the Enterprise Zone (where an annual revisit
of the business plan is to take place with Covid-19 impacts in mind).

•

Skills and Employment – The Action Plan sets out that the Council will bid for
programmes to help people get back into work.

There were also general proposals and activity noted around social distancing
and the use of social media activity to indicate what is open and to get over the
safety message. Also activity to increase signage on social distancing on bus
shelters and sites throughout the town centre, Stickers, signage and advice
available from the Business
Tourism Recovery Plan
Owing to the importance of tourism to the town Blackpool also has its own, linked,
Tourism Recovery Plan (June 2020). With Government easing restrictions on the
tourism and hospitality industry from July 4th early action and consultation with key
stakeholders was essential via a “Tourism Recovery Group” so that the Council could
work closely with key attractions, holiday accommodation, pubs and restaurants during
the lockdown and this will continue to meet for as long as deemed necessary.
Visit England have developed a new industry standard for tourism and hospitality
businesses that is being rolled out and encouraged to Blackpool businesses. The
accreditation scheme is entitled “We’re Good To Go” which Blackpool Council are
supporting.Activity has included:
Resort Infrastructure - Extensive signage has been installed across the resort to
reinforce the Safe Distancing. There are three variations – one aimed at beach users,
one at visitors to our parks and the other a more generic one be installed at arrival
points, car parks and at locations around the town centre. A fourth variation has been
developed with the Town Centre BID to coincide with the easing of restrictions on nonessential retail from June 15.
Litter - The initial easing of lockdown restrictions created significant issues with litter
being dumped on the promenade and beaches, even though bins were not full. In
response to this, a new anti-littering campaign, “Don’t Be A Scruff, Bin Your Stuff”, has
been launched with posters installed along the length of the promenade, supported by
PR activity and a social media campaign.

Car Parking - At the end of May, the Council launched a new PayByPhone parking app
that allows customers to pay for their parking without queuing, handling cash or
touching payment machines. It also enables users to top up their parking session from a
remote location.
Marketing Campaigns - As more of the restrictions are eased, messaging evolved into
Visit Blackpool Safely and a reassurance, reflecting the fact that large numbers of
visitors were heading to the coast. The Council intends to launch three distinct pieces of
marketing activity over the remainder of 2020:
1. Know Before You Go
This first phase is focused on building trust with visitors and managing their
expectations when they come here. Using weekly tracker research the council is
provided with insights into the sort of attractions that consumers are most
confident about visiting and what they will be looking for in terms of health and
safety measures that are in place.
2. We’re Good To Go
This second phase is about building demand as public confidence starts to return
and taking on a much more proactive stance to inviting and welcoming visitors
back to Blackpool.
3. Bring On The Light
The Illuminations season offers us an outstanding opportunity to both extend
our tourism season to the end of the year and promote a visitor experience that
will not be materially affected by post-lockdown restrictions. So the Council is
working on a celebratory theme called “Bring On The Light” which will play to
the perception that the country is finally emerging from a period of darkness.
Planning for 2021
The annual destination marketing campaign, which is delivered in association with key
partners including Merlin, Pleasure Beach, Blackpool Transport, Winter Gardens and
Sandcastle Waterpark, usually commences at Easter and runs through to the end of
August. For 2021, it is the Council intention to produce a brand new campaign which will
be launched at the end of this year to ensure that we are in a strong position to capture
people’s attention when they are actively starting to think again about holiday plans,

Lancashire Recovery Plan
Blackpool Council has also been directly engaged in the creation of the Lancashire
Recovery Plan, “Redefining Lancashire “, available at

https://www.lancashire.gov.uk/media/917897/redefining-lancashire-our-approach-torecovery-25-june-2020.pdf
This plan outlined as a consequence of the impact of Covid-19, Lancashire's entire
economic base has been adversely affected; manufacturing and tourism in particular,
are at risk of irreparable damage. The pandemic will have significant impacts on the
employment base and productivity across Lancashire for years to come. To date,
171,200 people have been furloughed across Lancashire by their employers and 18,834
redundancies have been announced. In May 2020, 82 Lancashire businesses went into
liquidation or administration.
The impact on Lancashire's economy is yet to be fully realised, but already, there is an
emerging picture of differential impact, across industry sectors, occupations and places.
As a more granular understanding Is developed, of the intensity and scale of impact, it's
already clear that some parts of the economy will face long term obstacles to growth,
and others will never recover. A series of projects and programmes are set out and
designed to support the refunctioning of the Lancashire economy over the next 12
months. The programmes identified for support have been designed to bridge the gap
between direct short-term support provided to reopen town centres and restart public
transport, and the longer term strategic ambition for Lancashire and the associated
infrastructure and capital investment projects. The key objectives are:-

